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Today, many FL teach rs suffer from a dis-ease of the spirit that I

would like to refer to as the BALT syndrome (for: the "Lattered Lanouane

Teacher" syndrome) This is a neurosis that is characterized by the chron-

ic and constant alternation between two irrational states of the mind: from

self-elevation to instructional omnipotence and omniscience all the way

down to self-denigration to infantile helplessness. The belief in instruc-

tional omnipotence and omniscience is founded on the implausible nypothe-

sis that it is possible to teach a second lancivaqe--in the strong sense of

teach -- in the classrooms of our mass educational system, in spite of

convincing evidence to the contrary. Infantile helplessness is symptomatized

by an exaggerated dependence on methodological strategies that, like number

painting and do-it-yourself kits, leave nothing but trivialities to be de-

cided upon. The recent emphasis in education on accountability and the re-

lated requirement to develop behavioral objectives has so agoravated the

bolt syndrome that language teachers are suffering from neurotic symptoms

of confusion, anxiety and uncertainty in connection with their work. What

I'd like to do is to attempt to analyze the bait syndrome, to expose the

fallacies that underlie it, and thereby, hopefully, to ease the lanouane

teacher's burden by providing him with rationalizations that might serve,

for some of them, to bring about a conversion to a new consciousness, a new

reality about their teaching, one that is based on the premises of freedom

rather than intellectual servitude 2

Our Current Educational Slogans in the Light of a New

Consciousness and their Consequences

.According to the author Ôf The Greeninq 6f America (Reich, 1971),

twoelements are necessary t6 bring about a change in consciouness from

I the servile consciousness of the 'Corporate State . o III, the new con-



sciousness of freedom, of the self. These two elements are the realization

of betrayal and the positive affirmation of an alternative, the denial of

the inevitability of the status quo. The battered language teacher who ex-

hib .s the classic balt syndrome suffers the pains of the double bind cnar-

acteristic of the liberal intellectual at the level of consciou.)ness II: he

is honest and searching enough to be aware of the great betrayal of our ideal

objectives, but his sheepishness makes him buckle under the system, and he

robs himself of the imaginative, freedom giving leap into the unknown. He

accepts, condones, does not want to rock the boat, feels-helpless anainst

the mindless system, hesitates, falters, suffers, remains ineffectual, deni-

grates his creative pot,.ntialities for choice never recovers his self. Like

Reich I do not believe in the necessity, or even desirability, of violent

revolution, civil disobedience, strike action, resignations, or any other of

the classic tactics of political and bureaucratic dissent Radical and ef-

fective change in education is possible only through a personal change of

consciousness on the part of individual teachers, a reaffirmation at the per-

sonal individual level of the traditional-i.deals'of education for equal oo-

portunity,- justice, intellectual growth-,-individual creativity and the pur-

suit of life goals based on.individual choice. Educational bureaucracy, like

the Corporate Statd of which it is -. a produet has developedsuch -mindless in--

ertia,.-that mere-humans -cannot Tadically- alter its ceurte.- There are ho all

powerfUl educator-villains-to shoot- or to axe. Nobody knows how .o- do it bet-.

ter, eyen-if all of os are -dedic-ted. There is onlY the pesSibility of mdi-

vidual choice, in one s limited setting n the little classrooms of Miss

es and Hendrix. If enotAgh such individual choices are.exercised,.in a

significant number of classrooms the e'ducational bureaucracy will turn Into

an
Plevant-supeNstructUre-thatultimately-:will.celIapse-becaust nebOdy--.

will tare. The edUCational prooesswill be:save0 the-teachers,



Uhat do I mean by the exercise of individual choice in the context

change of consciousness? To a large extent, I mean freedom to teach, freedom

from the shackles of educational slogans, freedom from the tyranny of irrele-

vant ertise, freedom to feel the responsibility that goes with pro ession-

al integrity. The FL teacher (no matter how much this is al o true of other

teachers) has given up all Of these freedoms. His lesson planning sessions

devoted to rehearsing exercises invented by some authority or expert who knows

nothing a out his individual qualities and those of his students. His class-

room and laboratory activities are dictated by the anonymous author of a com

mercially promoted package of goodies, usually chosen by a FL supervisor who

is very conscious of "accountability" and insists on the administration of

standardized cooperative tests, neither the teacher nor he understanding the

frightfully complex and elusive problems of validity and meaningful compara-

bility across heteregeneous populations. The "expert" and his research have

been elevated to totally unrealistic levels of respect and adoration. Being

myself considered by others as an expert on FL teaching, I have been continu-

ally embarrassed by the nature of the questions I am asked, questions which

presuppose a degree of knowledge and practical know-how in applied matters

that is all together out of proportion with reality. Being a prolific writer

and talker, I have contributed my share in expert pronouncements, analyses,

suggestions and yes even tests ee Jakobovits, 1970). I accept the resnons

bilitY for making them. The educator and ,_cher must accept the resoonsi i

y for taking tnem The teacher's instructional activities in the classroom

are the responsibility of the teacher, not the supervisor, not the studen

not the school system, not the_academic expert.

In one sense, the one just discussed the teacher nas given up responsi-

b lity wnich is rightly his In ano her s nse he has assumed a responsibility
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that isn't realistically his, the responsibility for what the students learn

or don't learn. This pernicious form of instructional omnipotence has been

thrust upon the teacher by the educational system. It has become part of his

consciousness, part of his reality; part of his servitude. It stands in the

way of the freedom to teach, it blocks any possibility for free choice, for

creative innovation.

It is possible, of course, to provide rationalizations that justify the

attribution of responsibility to the teacher for what his students learn, such

a_ for instance, the rationale of "accountability". Similsrly, it is possible

to provide rationalizations that free the teacher from that responsibility,

such as, for instance, the argument that student motivation, attitude toward

school work, sub-cultural background, parental influence, etc., together, far

outweigh the variance contribution of the instructional process. Either argu-

ment can be pursued rationally, neither would win out over the other. To Pur-

sue this matter further is to engage in never ending controversy. It does not

change anything. The only solu ion is a simple one: to simply stop arguing

about It by making up one's mind, one way or the other. Those who feel the cur-

rent betrayal of our ideal educational objectives and, at the same time, can

bring themselves to a positive reaffirmation of them, will choose the way of

freedom of choice and responsibility for the self, not for the'other.

The FL teacher who still waivers can consider the followino arguments, as

elp in making up his mind. I am going to discuss a few widespread slogans

FL education and point out some of their weaknesses.

1 "We need more research": whenever there is confusion about some problematic_

aspect o- the curriculum, wheneyer obvious symptoms of failure are perceived,

the cry for more research goes up, the cry of frustration and help essness. At



this level of c nsciousness, the teacher sees hims lf at the mercy of others,

Lne expert, the supervisor, the evaluator, the mandarins of teacher traininn

progiams. This deference to an all powerful research di.vinity is entirely mis-

placed. It stems from a total lack of understanding of the nature of research

in the social disciplines. It confuses academic research with the application

of its findings to particular, concrete situations. It confuses the applica-

tion of academic research with applied research. Much of the success of our

technology is directly attributable to applied research, and only indirectly

to basic research. But we have no counterpart in the social and humanistic

spheres to the applied research techniques of engineering. Just because bas c

research techniques are being focused on educationally relevant issues does

not mean that it constitutes applied educational research.'An examination

of the success of research in solving certain persistent problems in FL teac

Ing would shoW the futility and gratuitousness of this.exerciSe.-Let Os look

at some of theSe.

(A) The relationships between age of learner and success in second language

learning: there Isn't a single piece of research in the known literature that

contributes meaningfully_ to this problem. Nor canthere-be, given the nature

of this problem and the presently available research techniques. To understand

this you must consider the three basic elements involved in the problem; first,

the learner and his characteristics, which include not on y'age but, equally,

style of learning and motivational structure both in their surface manifesta-

tions (attitudinal responses on questionnaires, observable study habits) and

underlying aspects (sub-cultural value structure, need achievement, personali-

ty disposition ); second the instructional activities, which includes not mere-

ly the easily identifiable eleinents related to materials and techniques of prP
sentation but also equally, the nature of the-teacher-student interaction,

about which we know very little in specific terms, so-called-interactional anal

ysis being but a currently crude atte-^* to assess some of its features arid



third, the assessment of "succe " or the "amount" that is learned,

problem that research has not been able to solve, current standardized di ore

point tests being merely crude attempts at approximating certain superficial

aspects of communicative competence.

In vlew of these fundamental difficulties in assessing the basic D

meters of the problem of the relationship betw en age and FL teaching, research

cannot contribute any definitive or conclusive answers. At best, it can only

be "suggestive". But "suggestiveness" is not a part of research. When we say

that "research suggests that..." we are engaging in non-scientific, selective

reporting, guided by prior intuitive biases or preferences, for the purpose of

persuasion. In connection with the present problem, for instance, we can point

to claims made by Wilder Penfield, the Canadian world famous neuropniologi t

who had a personal predilection for bilingualism. Penfield cl imed that the hu-

man brain undergoes a natural, maturational change such that by the age of

berty its ability to acquire languages has greatly decreased. This was not a

scien ific claim about the specific issue as to the best time to o gin the stu-

dy of a FL. Penfield never engaged in this type of research. He was merely mak-

ing a highly tentative inference on tie basis of his neurophysiological researcn-

yet his guesses about this became transformed by proponents of FLES pro-

g ams into the slogan "research shows that.. " or "research suggests th t..."

Persuasive exploitation, ignorance facile reliance on secondary sources and

sheer time (Penfield's remarks at a graduation ceremony were made twenty years

ago), were all recklessly cembined and gratuitously transformed into scientif-

ic evi-dence.

too am_per onally in 'favor of the early study of a FL. Ex erience sua-
.

have a-remprkable-ability-to develop-communicative competence
gests that children



in a second lan uage under natural conditions of acquisition. They seer': ,

to lea n a second language effortlessly (b t who knows?) and sound m

like native speakers than adults in comparable situations. But is this a re-

sult of neu °physiology? Why,, then, do we have such little success in teachina

black children the effective use of standard Englis 1? And to children on Indian

res rvations? And to the children of Mexican Americans? And Latin Americans?

And why have so many FLES programs for middle class white American children

been so unsuccessful? We can come up with many hypotheses: sub-cultural back-

ground, inadequate facilities, untrained teachers, and so on, but so wh t?

Where does all this leave the neurophysiological claim about the brain's de-

clining plasticity with ape? towhere. So much idle controversy about what re-

search "shows" or doesn't show.

(B) The relationship between bilingualism and intellectual development: for

many years, investigators have attempted to "research" this problem, have con-

tributed several hundred articles, reports, and books on the sub.lect and ended
up with the original problem as obscure as it had been before the heavy invest-

ment in research effort..Those who believe otherwise no doubt feel that the

empirical data that has accumulated on this subject will eventually help us

see "the pattern". Faith is a good thing; it is the basis of hone and optimism.

But it must not be confused with scientific evidence upon which educa ional

practice is claimed -to be based. t is Important to understand why the problem

we are considering has not been solved by hundreds of experiments.

because o "bad search" and the ineptitude of investigators It is because

the currently known research technology in the social disciplines is no

the sort that is suitable for applied research in education. Another five hun-

ored experiments wil l not solve, the basic problems involved in understandinn

the relationShip between bilingualism and intellettual functioning on the one

hand; and on the other,r, how that relationship should quide -educational practice
--in-second lingUacje.--teachin;L:- Current research technolony_ is I operative- only when .



e probl elements can be meaninofully and relevantly defined-onerationally,

through tie use of some measurement or observation technique. When this is cure.

rently done for vague, diffuse but intuitively -mcaninaful notions such as

lingualism", "intellectual functioning" "cognitive flexibility", "laneua

skills", and so on, the resultant operational transformation y elds test

qL stionnaires, experimental tasks that are supposed to be related in innifi-

cant ways to the underlying intuitive notions, but they are not. This crucial

transformation procedure suffers from reductionism, and contemporary p ycholo-

gical research has not been able to routinely solve this problem. Furthermore,

there are no indications, at present, that this problem goinn to be solved

in the near future..Thus, while basic academic research will continue to flour-

ish and search for relationships in human behavior in reductionist terms it

is not likely to be of crucial service to the applied needs of soci ty.

(C ) What is the best method of teaching a second language?: here, the amount

of empirical data that research has generated is even more formidable than i

the previous two areas, but we are nowhere near an adequate solution to the

problem. The student who must review this literature actually becomes more con-

fused rather than more knowledgeable. Comparisons across studies is a gratuitous

task inasmuch as the conditions that are known to b relevance are not-the

sam
between the _

-investigator s- theoretical description of a condition or methdd of-instruction
.

and the instructor's-actual ClasSreom:activities is not controllable or- eVen

measurable to any significant extent; what the investigator can control in

terms of exposure conditions, he losses because what really matters is what

-the student does- withAt, and_that is something the-investi_gater has no control

over; what the investigator cae measure does not represent what the student has

learned,-_and vice versa; and so

-I'd -11_1(q_tc(o_iitline_my_ccip6e_ption-_of_the,neconsciousnesthat-is.needed-,-____



to turn current technolociical innovations in FL education into a tool that is
subservient to our educational aspirations. This new reality of freedom will
cure the bait syndrome. Nothing new is needed. Not even money. Only individual

initiative, a positive affirmat on towards the path of liberation.

Applied Educational Research

A clear distinction is to be made between "bas c research" and "applied

research". Basic research is esoteric, specialized, and inaccescible to the

teacher. To be a consumer of it to be dependent upon it means to be subjuoated
to the authority and expertise of others. It means giving up the freedom of
choice in favor of faith and trust in the technocrat who very of en is far re-

moved from the realities and needs of the classroom and in any event, is not
the person who is held "accoun6able` . Basic research is a method of arriving

:general theories al?ou -basic human:behavior. It deals_.with_lawt and princi-

pleS :In -the abStraCti -its Observations are madei..Under: con rolled" -condl.tions-,,

which invol ves the creation of a-tificial,
research is carried out "n.naturalistic settings

non-natural settings. When basic

s artificiality is not

thereby :redbced. Only some of the relevant factors are investigated at any poin
and these are reduced _to operational definitions by observation techniques that

must -meet Certaih restrictive standards (e.g.i observability, objectivity, ele-
_

mentarism). The problems that are researched are dictated by these standards not

by the real needs for greater practical know-how. Their claimed relevance

teaching problems turns out to be false.
Applied research refers to the systematic investigation of a particular

social setting. It is a tool used for_gaining additional knowledge about the_

total configuration of interacting factors-in-the -setting. The settino and the_

problem _are defined indepen-denily of the techniquesavailable through applied_ _ _ _ _
research-. They are _OVen:by pertanal _judgment, folk theory,- ordinary _experience_,_ _ _

.

e__ systernatid,techniques:jmadd available-by anplied-, ,
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research are plu ged in wherever possible or desirable. The overall intecirity

of the social settinci, as given in the ordinary understandinn of it, is never

compromised, altered or reduced to the demands of "scientific" standards. In

a sense, it is the scientific standards that are being compromised for the sake

of maintaining the full meaning of the problem being investigated.

Personalizing 'Choice in the

Educational System

Consider the procedure typically followed in the implementation of a new

educational program. It is one that may be suitable for the construction of a

chemical plant but is totally unrealistic for the school. A blueprint program

imposed externally, from the top, is an act of violence upon the individuality

of the teacher and the student. It destroys, alienates and cannot succeed. An

educational program, in fact rather than delusion is not a blueprint plan but

a descriptive statement of ongoing activity. A program cannot realistically be

planned and followed; it can only emerge after the fact, within the total con-

figuration of a setting A program cannot objectively, be evaluated as to its

overall "success"; evaluation can only consist of descriptive statements about

-isolated and separate aspec s of th total educational setting. Many asDects_

:that-.are intUltiVelYMeaningfUl_-cannei :be di reCtlY. and _Unambiguously_ assessed:

the effects unon the teacher's morale and self-satisfaction the lonn term ef-

fects _upon student'creativitY and motivation the quality of s udentteacher in-

action, the Psychological climate'in sChoel the support and involvement of

community. Just because these aspeèts cannot be scienti ically and objec-
the

ortiVely--described, assessed, controlled is no justification

ou6 of -c e overall picture'and for making

-
in equal itOortance to those aspetts-_,that

-

forward terms.

'Applied research

for leaving them

themdecisions without considering

are measurable in more straigh

education begins, not wi 1 a plan and its monitoring,



but ,- the teacher. A beginninp might be an encounter group eYnerience in

which the teach r is given the opportunity of taking a non-critical, loving

look at himself: Where is his head at? What are his hopes and aspirations

an individual in his multiple social roles? What is the range and nature

his everyday interactions with friends, family, colleagues, students? Can he

describe his philosophical views, his social attitudes, his pol i ti ca 1 be 1 i efs ?

What is his conception of the educational process, of human communication, of

the foundations of his field of specialized knowledge? Does he identify with

his profession, does he read, does he know how to obtain information on novel

technological developments? Does he feel like a cog i n a machine or has ie re-

tained an impression of freedom of choice? Does he view himself as an a ent of

assimilation, an authority, an enery of the students or a friend?

Exploration of these broad, all encompassing and personal issues clears

the way for more specific ones those that are mo e directly related to the

teacher's instructional actiVities in the classroom. He may find that he is dis-

satisfied with :certain aspects of his teaChing-. Hp Would like te explore lith

some new techniques but doesn't Know where to start and what the consequences

i.ght be -.-- He doesn' t know:
how -,to:(-20.4'.110.1p, how alk openly with his ervi-

sor, how much freedom to allow to his students. He may realize his und- stand-

ing of the-fundamentals field are inadequate but how and to whom shall

he make such an admission? He may_have. difficulty getting along-with some ung

people in the class and needs opportunity to learn more effective interne sonai

magement techniques. And so on.

Finally, he may feel

concrete. e wants to b

sufficiently involved and committed t do some ing

shown how he can use systematic observation

to rionitor the process of change,

techniqües

I- t6 prePere- tests and 'qUestionnai res how

to_change- the participatory structure in his classroom; how _to state behavioral

objeCtives, how to use multiple evaluation_criteria and how -to _interpr t them
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in. tL(.; own_ersonal judgme t which must, always retain a Primo-

status less alienation and inhumanity -destroy his effectiveness a-d sense of

well being. 00t of these concrete activities, individually coherent and cus-

tom -iilored to his personality, interests, self-confidence emerges the pro-

gram and the curriculum. There is no prodding from the school admini trator,

no externally imposed blueprint, no threat, no alienation, no loss of person-
.

al dignity. There is the recognition that the educational process is a complex

configuration of fluid, changing, uncontrollable set of interacting-factors.

There is no personal responsibility for failure or success, no personal ac-

countabi ity, only that of the system as a whole.

. Depersonalizing Responsibility for the Educational System

The recent new emphasis on accountability in education has both positive

and negative potentials. If used by school administrators to pressure teachers

for improved student scores on standardized norms, it becomes a pernicious act

of violence and injustice against the personhood.of the individual teacher. If

used as part of an assessment procedure for the overall educational process in

a particular school setting along with other observation techniques, it may

have some value as an information feedback system. However, the very concept o

"acc untabi ity" contains- the notion of individual responsibility within a com

plex systemthat is beyond significant individual control and choice It is

-likely, therefore, to be more abused as an instrument of arbitrary punis m,n

and scape goating than -used constructively _as an assessment instrumen

The issue of responsibility in education raises some extremely difficult

questions that the profession as a whole must careful ly consider and deliberate.

Witch hunting must at all cost be aveided. _Posing:the problem in terms such as
_

"Whe-is- reSponsible_jor current educational failures" and variously allocating

parts -of the blame to segments of-the
educational-hierarchy is -not-going to _be



useful, helpful or ju t. Instead the creative potential of teachers and sch _1

adMinistrators of students, of lenislators and the larner community must be

given a chance to unfold and flourish in an atmosphere that is free from the

stiflinq restrictions of the philosophy of accountability. In the realit: -f

the new consciousnes.. , individual freedom alone can unleash man's creative ener-

ies, not coercion, not competition not accountability, but faith, frPedom, co-

operation, permissiveness, trust hope.

Fr,edom to teach is an essential component of the new educational pro-

cess that is unfolding. It includes freedom from personal responsibility for

stud nts' percentile ranks on standardized, norm-referenced tests, freedom

from administrative authority relating to decisions and policies governinn the

teacher's activities, freedom from the obligation of certification and special-

ized training. Freedom to learn is a necessary condition for the full develop-

ment nf the individual's creative potentials. It includes freedom from compul-

sory courses and curricula, freedom from authority, freed m from the require-

ment of tests, examinations, and grades.

The Greening of the FL. Classroom

To the person whose reality is at the leyel of the o1derconsciousness ,

my deso iption of-the.edutational-
process_under freedom to teach and learn must

evoke a feeling of horror or derision, or both in turn. Visions.of anarciy, chaos
-abuse-, waste -present themselves to his excited imagination. His reality o

teChneltgical-secietheld:, _

standardizatien reward.,SYSte0 1

lines, blueprints, etc., is

dividual freedom_that_removes itself by One fellzswoop of the sword'of liber

place by regimentation, bureaucratit

W

order, c

regulations, (-wide-
-

hreatened by the cataclysmic implications of an in-

tion. A world without systematic control anq paternalistic ru e is, for him,



the wors imaginable hell. Nan, when he cannot transcend the reali

zaLion and technology, is fearful, restricted, restrictive, lacking hope and

Ath and trust. The only creative imagination that is left to him lies in the

construction of visions of doom unless...His blind faith in organizational

structure robs nim of any remaining faith in the goodness and capacities of

free man. His restricted vision limits him to incapacitating slogans, the fu-

tile call for more and better of the same. Under the spell of these tired, old,

worn out impotent notions he condones the current reality of mediocrity, in-

jus6ice inequality, intellectual poverty, dull regimentation, inhumanity and

dehumanization.

To the new consciousness of freedom, it is the current reality that is i

to erable, and it is the future that holds the unfulfilled Promises of demo r -

cy, of technology, of creativitY. He is the true believer iii free_ enterpris-

not _the socially organized,injuStices Of a COMpatitiVe economic bureaucracy,-but

-*tile-free enterpri8e-of-perSonareedom to-pursue:the-fulfillment:of
1.0her,--po-..

-tentials and dreaMs-. The_ mere freedom to :each-andlearn-is:lntroduced:ln-our,:

current mass educational system, the clearer the distinction will become
_

ogy_ahd the
ween the needs of society for trained manpow to support techno

needs of the individual to explore his creativitY and-fulf'

vidual self. The recognition of thi

mediate and important

to-be the mosti

consequence of the.new freedom Even in-an atmosphere of-

-less.than total freedom there is room for both types_of educational enterpri

to fToOrish, InduStrY Will cOntinue to deMand.,:training, certifitatiOn, degrees.,

the mastery_of a known_body_of knowledge, but-it will have to do-its own school-

ina and recruiting.-Universal--, state supported-education should not"be allowed_- __
to be used exclusively for such a purpose. But, more importantly, as more indi-

_Viduals iii our society becOme Merated', not just-the young but those throughout

the ranks -of the establishment, we will see ,the emergence of creative and via-
- --

_

that-itolat s-and

,



removes the individual from the main tream of society, but also a kind that

cognizes the great potential of technology for human and humane use, but

can live side by side with the machine the organized system, mass nroduc-

tion and urbanization without becoming spiritually servile to the.r;e condi-

tions. Industry, the Corporate State, and the technocrats wiL gradually

come to respect the new freedom and their internal organization will be re-

aligned in the service-Of the new consciousnesS....Their-.changing charadtor will

nake room-for, will be dependent upon people whose individuality and creati-_

'vity will not be assassinated by the educational nroduction mill. Economic

opportunity need no longer depend on the successful adoption of tfe personal-

ity of 'organization man' -and -the sehbol achieVer. The educational spectrum

will -tius be allowed to dfversify, to de-standardize,.to individualize._ Com-

pared to the arid uniformity of our Current tChoolS, the classrOoms of free-

dom will reflect the gorgeous Colors of Spring and Autumn

Freedom to teach will come to cure the ba t syndrome.
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Footnotes

lThis is an adapted version of the material contained in Chapter 1 in Jako-bovits, 1972, in press.

21 am using "new consciousness" in the same sense as that used oy Reich(1971) in his current bestseller on the revolutionary cultural events thatare now transforming the reality of Americans.

Whatever the theoretical difficulties associated with functional behavi-orism, the applied research it has generated in special education and inclinical psychology is much to be admired.


